
Adjustable Carts
Ideal for holding multimedia technology equipment. Easily move media around open offices, 
presentation rooms, lecture halls and classrooms.

Model #  
CA2642 AV cabinet cart 
CA2642E AV cabinet cart, 6-outlet electric 
CA2642DNS AV cabinet cart, two pull-out shelves 
CA2642DNSE AV cabinet cart, two pull-out shelves, 6-outlet electric 
CA2642NS AV cabinet cart, one pull-out shelf 
CA2642NSE AV cabinet cart, one pull-out shelf, 6-outlet electric

Dimensions (W x D x H) 
24 x 18 x 26-42 inches

Weight (without devices)   
50 lb 

Shipping  
Ships fully assembled

Model #  
A2642 AV cart 
A2642E AV cart, 6-outlet electric 
A2642DNS AV cart, two pull-out shelves 
A2642DNSE AV cart, two pull-out shelves, 6-outlet electric 
A2642NS AV cart, one pull-out shelf 
A2642NSE AV cart, one pull-out shelf, 6-outlet electric

Dimensions (W x D x H 
24 x 18 x 26-42 inches

Weight (without devices)  
34 lb 

Shipping  
Ships fully assembled
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Safe 
Top shelf include a non-slip rubber 
mat and all shelves include a raised 
edge to help hold materials in place 
when in transport.

Secure 
Cabinet carts include a locking 
lower cabinet to help deter theft of 
materials and equipment.

Built for Safety 
The Adjustable Cart has achieved 
GREENGUARD Gold Certification.

All-Steel Construction 
Cart is constructed from 18-guage 
and 20-guage prime steel, which 
contains 25 to 35 percent post-
consumer recycled content and is 
finished with powder coated paint.

Standard Color

Black Pumice

Convenient
Carts are ideal for supporting projectors, document 
cameras, computers, monitors, or other audio visual 
equipment. Top shelf includes a non-slip rubber mat. 

Adjustable
Height-adjustable cart adjusts from 
26 to 42 inches.

Additional Shelf
Pull-out notebook shelves are constructed of 18-guage steel 
and are 20" x 14". Each shelf has 1.5" height clearance when 
closed and is rated for up to 15 lb.
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